

FONTANA B006
SCHEMATICS
DRAWER

BEDSIDE TABLE LEFT
132cm x 50cm H 136cm
51,97'' x 19,69'' H 53,54''

66cm x 50cm H 44cm
25,98'' x 19,69'' H 17,32''

164cm x 50cm H 70cm
64,57'' x 19,69'' H 27,56''
202cm x 50cm H 70cm
79,53'' x 19,69'' H 27,56''

BEDSIDE TABLE RIGHT
66cm x 50cm H 44cm
25,98'' x 19,69'' H 17,32''

FINISHINGS
Frame finishing

WHITE MATT

MATT COFFEE

MATT SAND

BLACK OAK

MATT BLUE

MATT GREY

MATT TAUPE

MATT ROPE

Feet finishing

BURNISHED
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FONTANA B006
TECHNICAL INFORMATION
Design: Studio Memo – architects Tapinassi and Manzoni
Furniture collection launched as a tall and short dresser in order
to create the compositional, formal volumes of the living room
dresser.
Their simple and clean design means that these can be used
together with both modern and classic style beds, and that they
go well with the bedside tables and small bedroom cabinets
from the other collections.
Versatile and personalised thanks to the wide range of colours
in the lacquered version
Its wood finishes are extremely expressive, as a result of the
sawn-oak effect which best expresses the 'materiality' of the
wood.
FINISHES:
- Black sawn-oak veneer; lacquered interior in opaque coffee
brown; base and handles with antique brass finish.
- All opaque lacquered in seven different colours: white, sand,
taupe, beige, grey, coffee brown (the same colors as WU900)
and blue; drawers lacquered in opaque coffee brown inside;
handles in metal with antique brass finish.
Made in Italy
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